Sudent of the Month

NOVEMBER
BOTCAT NEWS
All about that Robot:
We do have a working robot, it happens to work very well, a lot
better than last year. This robot can front, back, and sideways
without turning because of the Mecanum wheels that we have on it
this year.

First Match Interviews: Nevada Middle School
Jake: “We did great for what we had.”
Marek: “It went well but we can greatly improve.”
Heather: “We did okay but having an autonomous phase would be
nice.”

Marek Jablonski:
Marek is a sophomore.
Marek also manages to
be a returnee to the
robotic team. “I love
robots.” He said for
why he likes robotics.
He makes a Christmas
show every year with
programming. He
would like to be an
electrical engineer.

This is a picture taken by our mentor Jesse Serrano at the first meet of the
season on October 20. Our team is up playing on the top right side. The
team members that were playing in this match are Drew King, Jordan May,
and Marek Jablonski.
Left to Right, at the table
working on the
robot/programming

Marek Jablonski, Zack
Geil, Jacob Swartz,
Andrew Kodis

We have an upcoming game
November 17, 2018 in Nevada
Iowa.
We will be hosting a First
Lego League meet on
November 11th at the MHS
Roundhouse. Volunteers are
needed. For more
information contact
sfritzell@marshalltown.
k12.ia.us

DECEMBER
BOTCAT NEWS

Sudent of the Month

Marshalltown Highschool Hosts FLL meet:
Our robotics team successfully hosted 8 FLL teams grades 5-8th in
the MHS round house. The meet went smoothly throughout the
day. Many of the teams thanked us for hosting this event and we
all found it to be a positive learning opportunity.

Lucas Wymore:
Luke is our only senior
on the robotics team.

The MHS Botcats learned the rules, judging
criteria, and how the FLL program works.

Marshalltown Family Code Night:
Coding Night at Miller Middle School is always the Wednesday of
national coding week. Many different coding programs were there,
from video games designed by 6th graders to Fisher Price brand
kids’ toys. Our team decided to take this chance to show off our
equipment and robot to the tech-oriented members of our
community.
6 members of our team went out to
Miller Middle School and showed our

He has been on the
robotics team for his
entire high school
career. He says his
favorite things about
robotics are working
with and teaching
other team members
and building or
fabricating parts for
the robots.

robot to the crowd.

December

8th

Host Meet:

On December 8th we hosted our own meet and competed with a
new technique. Our robot has been improved as well, we built an
arm that lifts our robot up and down, earning us many more
points. In addition to that our robot can now function
autonomously or without the help of a human driver. We’re now
ranked 4th out of the 9 teams in our league.
We had 5 matches during our hosted
meet. The highest amount of points we
earned was 169 points.

A very important date that’s
coming up is the January 19th
meet at Nevada. This is the
meet that will take us futher
in competing and decide if
we make it to the next level
of competition, the Super
Qualifiers.

